
Company Directors’ and Officers’ Duties 
 
Bad Behaving Directors 

1. Director’s Duty of Care ( ASIC & Company )  

Application: 
What would a reasonable person have done, in your position, in that circumstance, in your company? ( 
objective test ). Applied to all directors but different expectations from each, Applies to shadow and de facto 
directors ( those who pretend to be directors but are not quite ): s9. S191 and s588 G only for directors.  

Laziness: Core Obligations: s180(1) Duty of care, skill and diligence  
1. Don’t be lazy: carefully do things assigned and work hard to get it done  
2. Don’t be evil: genuinely believe that whatever is done is in best interests of co. and loyal.  

 
If there is a business judgement: ( does not apply if there is only laziness ) ASIC v Rich 

1. Was it done in good faith and for a proper purpose  ( best interests of the company )?  
2. Was there a personal material interest in subject matter of judgment?  
3. Did they inform themselves ( independently like market research, expert advice) and rationally believe 

that this is the best interests of the company?  
Not Applicable as defense to insolvent trading. Only applicable for duty of care s180(1).  

Cases: Each director must have basic understanding of the business, keep informed about the activities and 
monitor them, regularly attend board meetings and monitor financial position. ‘I didn’t know about it’ is not a 
good excuse: Daniels v AWA Ltd. 
 
Higher requirements for some directors with special skills/backgrounds. ASIC v Vines.  
 
ASIC v Adler: HIH ( shares go down ) - subsidiary HIHC ( Adler non-exec ). HIH members unhappy can 
change constitution, vote off the board, sell out shares. Adler want to buy shares to HIH because that would 
drive share price up. Everyone joined. Breach of care: HIHC loaned to PEE without secured loan and a 
reasonable person would not do that, materially prejudiced against interests of the company. Oppression. 
s232 

Company ( the victim ) sues the relevant directors ( the breachers ) or the liquidators do that. - General, case 
ASIC or company - Stat 

Penalties:  
1. Civil ( Statutory ): contract dispute, no police, Pecuniary penalty: s1317G, Disqualification order: 

s206C, Compensation to company: s1317H 
2. Criminal not for duty of care like s180, s184 where it is done with intentional dishonesty or 

recklessness, contravention is an offence: criminal penalty of prison and or fine of $360,000 

1. Director’s Delegate being negligent ( can be a defense ) 

The director is liable for the delegate’s negligence unless he believes on reasonable grounds, at all times that 
the delegate is doing what is expected and that the delegate is reliable and competent to do it: s190. Not 
enough to wait until bad news comes out. Need to inquire. Director may delegate unless constitution restricts it: 
s198D 

1. Director relying on someone else’s information ( can be a defense ) 

Can rely on information by employees, professional advisors, other directors or officers. It is reasonable. Don’t 
have to go through all of it. Especially with regards to financial position. But won’t be successful if it is a widely 
complex business. S189 - good faith and independent assessment. ASIC v Healey. Tighten up on director’s 



duties owed.  

 
 
 
 

1. Director’s Duty in Insolvent trading ( Statutory ) 

Application: Targets directors who don’t stop when they should from incurring voluntary debts.  
 
Did the director do his best to prevent the company from incurring debts when the company was insolvent or 
would become insolvent due to the debt incurred? If so, not liable. Also applicable to shadow and de facto 
directors, holding companies ( 50% shares )Standard Chartered Bank v Antico 
 
s588G (1): circumstances (1a) director when debt is incurred (1b) company is insolvent at the time (1c) there 
are reasonable grounds to suspect that the company will become insolvent b/c of debt. 
 
Insolvent: s95A worked out using cash flow test. Do you suspect on reasonable grounds that the company will 
be able to pay back by maturity date? Better if you have checked financial documents. 
 
When debt is incurred: buys something or gets services performed ( but not paid for yet ), loans and deemed ( 
hurts creditors ) debts like declaring a dividend, uncommercial transactions, share capital  
 
s588G (1): Imposing liabilities when ( subjective ) director says he suspects that there is insolvency or not and 
( usually directors like to say ‘I don’t know about it’ ) when ( objective ) any reasonable person in his position 
suspects it. 

Defenses: s588H: you can escape liabilities as a director in an insolvent company in these situations: 
 
(2) director had reasonable grounds to expect solvency and remain solvent even after debts incurred ( reading 
the financial documents which showed good performance, based on information would help)  
Metropolitan Fire Systems v Miller ( but ‘I didn’t know’ is not a good excuse ) 
 
(3) If director incurs the debt during insolvency, the director is liable but if it is delegated to a reliable person ( 
e.g. reliance on information if it is forged , then you are fine ).  
 
(4) If the director is absence from management due to illness or good reason. Deputy Commissioner of Taxation 
v Clark 
 
(5) Director took all reasonable steps to prevent incurring the debt during insolvency 

Penalty 
Civil:: s588M, Liquidator can seek compensation, unsecured creditor can seek compensation: s588S and s588T 
Criminal Liability: s588G(3)  

Dividends ( during insolvency ) 

Application: The company is doing really bad, insolvent and dividend is something not to do.  
 
Company must not pay dividends unless it passes s254T: When all 3 steps satisfied, all debts can be paid. 

1) Assets exceed Liabilities at the time the debt is to be incurred. Paperwork has to be done before the 
debt is incurred so that it appears the company can pay all of it.  

2) Must be fair and reasonable towards shareholders.. It is fine to issue preference shareholders and not 



pay ordinary shareholders at this time as there is limited capital but cannot pay friend first.  
3) No material prejudice towards the creditors ( not shareholders as they are different ).  

 
Directors decide whether dividends need to be paid. Having profits do not mean dividends are to be paid and 
the shareholder does not have the power to demand the director to pay him or her: s254U, subject to s254T. If 
s254T is passed, then the directors decide whether or not to pay.  
 
If Directors decide to pay, deemed debt is incurred. If not, then the directors need to declare the dividend.  

Penalty: Criminal penalties enforced by ASIC, not the company.  

 
1. Director’s Duty in Best Interests of the company 

S181: Duty of Good Faith + Proper Purpose  
 
( a) Good Faith: honesty, no evil secret motives. Genuinely believe that that decision is the right thing for the 
company and is in the best interests of the company ( defined by case law ). If you have a personal interest, 
you need to remove yourself from the board since it is not in the best interests. ‘14 
 

Interests  Subject to s181  Case  Enforceable 

Members  Fairly as a whole: members now + future of 
different classes  

Greenhalg v Arderne Cinemas Not by shareholders.

Creditors Becomes company’s interests when 
insolvent 

Kinsella: breached in subject to 
s181 to creditor’s interests when 
property is transferred to the other 

Not by creditors 
Spies v The Queen 

Corp Groups Should directors act in favour of holding company or subsidiary?  
- Not fair to have a big picture b/c each company has separate creditors 

- Case: Walker v Wimborne: A gave money to sub. B to save it but 
when both collapsed, it is not fair for A b/c without it it would be ok 

- Only fair/acceptable if it is wholly owned subsidiary and it allows director 
of sub. To make decision in best interests of the parent company.  

 
- How do directors make sure they make unaffected decisions?  

- They think if the decision will benefit their company’s interests 
directly or indirectly.  

- Case: Equiticorp Finance v BNZ: Some money from A to loan to 
B through BNZ. A fell down, transaction not beneficial to A.  

- Parke v Daily News: Paying rewards to employees that have no 
benefits to the company thereby breached. Sued by shareholder. 
Paying rewards to employees in the company is beneficial 
because it upgrades the class, more incentive to work hard, good 
for the company. Paying a bad employee to get rid of bad is ok.  

 

 
(b) Proper Purpose: 1) What powers do the directors have? s198A: call meetings, issue shares, acquire property in 
company’s name, sell property, enter contracts.  
                              2) For what purpose is that power given?  
 
Note that usually it sounds like there is a good purpose and then there is an evil motive. Mixed Purpose: But-For test: 
Without the evil purpose, would the directors have done this? Whitehouse v Carlton 



 
Directors have the power to issue shares. Good purposes include raising capital and build incentive for 
remuneration package for employees and purchase an asset when the company cannot afford it and to pay 
debt. Secretly, directors want to keep their positions. As a director, you don’t have to have any shares but you 
do need support from at least 50% members to maintain your position. Issuing a large amount of shares to 
friends in another company for support. 
 
Improper purpose: entrenching board of directors, fight off hostile takeover bidder ( e.g. ask current shareholders to sell 
it to new company ). Cannot block to save their positions.  ( tina selling to Adworks to be on board ) 
 
. Kokovich Constructions v Wallington: improper to wipe out people’s decision making power.  
Penalties: Civil but also s184 ( criminal equivalent ) 

1. Director’s Duty to Avoid Conflict of Interests 

Directors cannot make decisions for personal gains ( direct or indirect ) unless the board/members approve it.  

Application: Did the directors take up the offer transparently and and not deliberately do it for themselves but for the best 
interests of the company?  

 

                                                             If there is a conflict of interest ( two companies or personal ),  
 He also has to avoid any situations that may lead to temptation to personal gain.  

 
Need to Disclose  

 
No Need to Disclose (i.e. standing notice given when 

joined board, remuneration, ownership of shares, dividend 
rights )  

 

Constitution / Act Approves it: If it says personal gains is alright, then that is fine.  

                                       If Constitution does not say anything 

                                           Public  
 
Formal disclosure at the meeting or beforehand.  
S191: disclose to board unless exempt  
S192: standing notice ( of what you own )  
S193: in addition to general law requirements and 
constitution ( don’t attempt to dress up the motive as a 
remuneration or notice )  

Proprietory 
 
Informal disclosure.  
RR.s194: No need for a formal disclosure if it is a prop. 
And board is aware. 
 
If you don’t need the board to be aware of the conflict at all 
or need for disclose it at all, you can change the 
constitution.  

 Large board  

Conflicted director  can 
be present/vote 

Other directors believe the 
conflict does not disqualify 
him as he has specialized 
knowledge, ASIC can 
demand his presence if no 
quorum. Members can 
also approve.  

Conflicted director 
cannot be present/vote 

S195: the director with 
conflict of interest must not 
be present or be unable to 
vote unless .. 



 
Note: must be in best 
interests 

 

Approved conflict  then the Transaction can go ahead 

 
No Breach! Case: Peso Silver Mines: Outsider offers to lease an area for Silver to the company and the board (including 
Cropper )  turned it down. Outsider personally offers Cropper the second time and Cropper accepts it. No Breach. Cropper 
did not deliberately do anything to keep the profit away from the company. He took it up without knowing it is lucrative even. 

Breached! Taking Corporate Property, Information or opportunity for personal gain.  
 
Personal Gains 
A buyer offering a lower price to the company, but higher price to each  director.  
Case: Furs Ltd. Directors are not permitted to make himself rich by taking up offer by another company buying the formula 
by hiring him. He took it up deliberately for himself without informing to the board or shareholders ( transparency ) otherwise 
would have turned it down and it was for the best interests of not himself but the company ( motive   ). He took the money to 
make himself rich. Breach.  
 
A director(s) taking up a company’s opportunity for himself.  
Case: Cook v Deeks. Directors heard about the opportunity for the company. The three directors deliberately  wanted to cut 
Cook out and gain for the three of them only so they set up their own company, turned down the deal stating that it was not 
interested, only to take up as the second company. Motive was for personal benefit ( three not four @ Cooks ) and no 
transparency by not telling Cook. Breach.  
 
‘Company cannot afford it so I had to buy the shares’ 
Case: Regal Hastings. Company had no money and directors chip in for the share capital. They sold the shares later and 
the directors made a lot of profit. Breach. Otherwise, they would have offered it to the public. But for test?  
 
Resigning to take up the opportunity 
Canadian Aero Service. Aerial surveyors quickly resigned to set up own company to get own contract while turning it down 
on behalf of first company. They heard it while they were directors.  
 
Different Companies 
‘A director holding executive positions of different companies.’ 
Case: South Australia v Marcus Clark. Clark is the CEO of South Aus. but also board member and shareholder of 
Equiticorp who had a large exposure to another company, APL. South Aus. wants to buy APL and bought it for higher than 
market price. Breach. Marcus should have fought for a low price and not higher than market price.  

Penalties 
 

Criminal ( intentional dishonesty ) Civil 

S191: fine $1800 and/or 3 months imprisonment 
S195: fine $900 
S184(2) and (3) 

S182: improper use of position for advantage and is 
detrimental to the company. Compensation to company.  
s183: information obtained in that position.  ASIC v Vizard 

 
Note that when using statutory Act, there is always a need for use of case law.  



                 Conflict of Interest in Contract with an Outsider ( Barney ) 
 

Marketing director has the actual authority to make 
contracts with advertising agencies up to $100,000.  

There is no actual authority if it exceeds more than that.  

     Conflict is present. 

      Conflict does not affect the outsider.  Conflict affects the outsider if that outsider knows or 
suspects ( might bribe the director with personal benefits )  

Need to disclose and/ask for approval 

Outsider can assume that the director has properly done his job 

Contract is enforceable regardless of conflict.  

 

 
 
 
 

Related Party Transaction 
 

Purpose: to protect the shareholders. Are the shareholders happy with it?  

Application:  

Can the public company give a financial benefit to a related party for a transaction? 

It is a public company: s2018 PTY 

 Public company gives  a financial benefit: s229 
Anything financial with or without legal form 
E.g. indirectly go through a set of hands. Channeling it through the controlled entities to the 
controller. Adequate consideration. s229(3): informal agreement, with or w/o payment ( rent 
at half the market price ) , buying/selling of assets and services, issuing shares 

Financial benefit is given to a related party: s228 

(1)Controlling entities  
( < 50% of share ownership ) 
(2a): directors of the public company 
(2b): directors of the controlling entity 
(2d): spouses of the directors above 
(3): parents or children of the above 
(4): entities controlled by any of the 
above 

Best friends, brothers and sisters, etc 
 
Note that if they are not in the list, 
they will still need to act in the duty of 
care, best interests of the comp.  

 

Needs member approval Does not need member approval 
( Will the members be happy about it? ) 



Voting is required ( although not the 
regular company approval ) 

 
  S217 - s227:  
- Material to be lodged with ASIC 
-Explanatory statement for members 
-Those benefiting can’t vote  
-Vote is by public company members, 
even where benefit given by 
controlled 
 

S214: benefits within wholly owned  
- Allowed to give financial benefit to another 

company it totally owns 
S211: reasonable remuneration for directors 
S210: Arm’s length terms 

- Market value deal with stranger 
- Worth $100, Sold $100 to stranger.No need 
- Worth $100. Sold $120. Yay. No Need 
- Worth $100. Sold $80. Not prohibited. Need 

approval.  
S215: non-discrim. Benefits to members 
S240: Closely held subsidiaries. 

Breach! 
Company contravenes but no 
penalty.  
Persons involved in contravening 
are liable: s209(2). Not breach of 
duty.  

 

Penalties  

Civil s209(2) Criminal s209(3) 

 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Note on Replaceable Rules  
An RR acts as a contract between the company and the shareholder. If there is a breach, shareholder 
can bring legal action under s140 against the company to enforce it. Not a breach of the constitution, but 
breach of the contract.  
 
Issuing Preference Shares 
Setting voting rights: s254A(2) if a company wants to issue preference shares, it must pass a special 
resolution for member approval  that sets out voting rights ( e.g. one per share, one million per share 
which is up to each company ). You can make whatever you want, but must pass. Note that issuing 
preference shares does not always mean that there is a variation of class rights.  
 
Could be done for proper v improper purposes  
 
Dividend/Voting Rights: it becomes a right when there is profit, a director sees fit. Shareholder does not 
have the right to demand a dividend.  

Public  Proprietory 



Companies with Constitution 
Shares all have the same rights unless 
constitution says otherwise.  

 
 
Company can design their own rules with more 
flexibility.  

Companies with NO Constitution 
s254A(2) voting and dividend rights can be 
passed via special resolution 

 
Shareholders 

● Rare but directors owed their duties to shareholders. Brunninghausen v Glavanics.  
Creditors/Customers 
Employees 

● S182 ( misuse of position ) and s183 ( misuse of information ) 
 
Case Law and Statutory Law 
Note that whenever statutory law is applied, case law has to be applied. It can be enforced by the 
company or ASIC. Civil Penalty Breach.  
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